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The Riau Islands Francis E Hutchinson 2021-07-22 To Singapore’s immediate south,
Indonesia’s Riau Islands has a population of 2 million and a land area of 8,200 sq
kilometers scattered across some 2,000 islands. The better-known islands include
Batam, the province’s economic motor; Bintan, the area’s cultural heartland and site of

the provincial capital, Tanjungpinang; and Karimun, a ship-building hub strategically
located near the Straits of Malacca. Leveraging on its proximity to Singapore, the Riau
Islands—and particularly Batam—has been a key part of Indonesia’s strategy to
develop its manufacturing sector since the 1990s. In addition to generating a large
number of formal sector jobs and earning foreign exchange, this reorientation opened
the way for a number of far-reaching political and social developments. Key among
them has been: large-scale migration from other parts of the country; the secession of
the Riau Islands from the larger Riau Province; and the creation of a new provincial
government. Building on earlier work by the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute on the
SIJORI Cross-Border Region, spanning Singapore, the Malaysian state of Johor, and
the Riau Islands, and a second volume looking specifically at Johor, the third volume in
this series explores the key challenges facing this fledgling Indonesian province.
The Bitter End John Sides 2022-09-20 What an intensely divisive election portends for
American politics The year 2020 was a tumultuous time in American politics. It brought
a global pandemic, protests for racial justice, and a razor-thin presidential election
outcome. It culminated in an attack on the U.S. Capitol that attempted to deny Joe
Biden’s victory. The Bitter End explores the long-term trends and short-term shocks
that shaped this dramatic year and what these changes could mean for the future. John
Sides, Chris Tausanovitch, and Lynn Vavreck demonstrate that Trump’s presidency
intensified the partisan politics of the previous decades and the identity politics of the

2016 election. Presidential elections have become calcified, with less chance of big
swings in either party’s favor. Republicans remained loyal to Trump and kept the
election close, despite Trump’s many scandals, a recession, and the pandemic. But in
a narrowly divided electorate even small changes can have big consequences. The
pandemic was a case in point: when Trump pushed to reopen the country even as
infections mounted, support for Biden increased. The authors explain that,
paradoxically, even as Biden’s win came at a time of heightened party loyalty, there
remained room for shifts that shaped the election’s outcome. Ultimately, the events of
2020 showed that instead of the country coming together to face national
challenges—the pandemic, George Floyd’s murder, and the Capitol riot—these
challenges only reinforced divisions. Expertly chronicling the tensions of an election
that came to an explosive finish, The Bitter End presents a detailed account of a year of
crises and the dangerous direction in which the country is headed.
Banking on a Revolution Terri Friedline 2020-12 "The Revolution Will Not Be Financed
takes the perspective that the financial system needs a revolution-and not the
impending revolution driven by technology. Studying various ways the financial system
advantages whites by exploiting and marginalizing Black and Brown communities, Terri
Friedline challenges the optimistic belief that fintech can expand access to banking and
finance. Friedline applies the lens of financialized racial neoliberal capitalism to
demonstrate the financial system's inherent racism, and explores examples from

student loan debt, corporate landlords, community benefits agreements, and banking
and payday lending. She makes the case that the financial system needs a people-led
revolution that centers the needs, experiences, and perspectives of those that it has
historically excluded, marginalized, and exploited"-No Way to Treat a Child Naomi Schaefer Riley 2021-10-05 Kids in danger are treated
instrumentally to promote the rehabilitation of their parents, the welfare of their
communities, and the social justice of their race and tribe—all with the inevitable result
that their most precious developmental years are lost in bureaucratic and judicial red
tape. It is time to stop letting efforts to fix the child welfare system get derailed by
activists who are concerned with race-matching, blood ties, and the abstract demands
of social justice, and start asking the most important question: Where are the
emotionally and financially stable, loving, and permanent homes where these kids can
thrive? “Naomi Riley’s book reveals the extent to which abused and abandoned
children are often injured by their government rescuers. It is a must-read for those
seeking solutions to this national crisis.” —Robert L. Woodson, Sr., civil rights leader
and president of the Woodson Center “Everyone interested in child welfare should
grapple with Naomi Riley’s powerful evidence that the current system ill-serves the
safety and well-being of vulnerable kids.” —Walter Olson, senior fellow, Cato Institute,
Robert A. Levy Center for Constitutional Studies
Nile and Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam Assefa M. Melesse 2021-08-31 This book

is a contribution by the presenters of the 2020 International Conference on the Nile and
Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD). The Nile basin is facing unprecedented
level of water right challenges after the construction of GERD has begun. Ethiopia,
Egypt and Sudan have struggled to narrow their differences on filling and operation of
the GERD. The need for science and data-based discussion for a lasting solution is
crucial. Historical perspectives, water rights, agreements, failed negotiations, and other
topics related to the Nile is covered in this book. The book covers Nile water claims
past and present, international transboundary basin cooperation and water sharing,
Nile water supply and demand management, Blue Nile/Abbay and Grand Ethiopian
Renaissance Dam, land and water degradation and watershed management, emerging
threats of the Lakes Region in the Nile Basin, and hydrologic variation and monitoring.
This book is beneficial for students, researchers, sociologists, engineers, policy
makers, lawyers, water resources and environmental managers and for the people and
governments of the Nile Basin.
Forensics Ii Harry A. Milman PhD 2022-07-24 George Washington, the former first
president of the United States, lay in his bed suffering from a high fever, a raw throat,
and labored breathing. His three physicians milled around his bed, treating Washington
with blisters of cantharides, tartar emetic, and bloodletting, removing nearly 40 percent
of his total blood volume and causing excruciating pain. When Washington finally was
relieved of his misery and died, the three doctors could not agree what caused his

death. Forensics II: The Science Behind the Deaths of Famous and Infamous People
reads like a mystery novel, presenting biographical and scientific information that helps
readers understand how medical examiners-coroners utilized forensic analysis to
determine the causes and manners of death of thirty-six famous and infamous people,
including Napoleon Bonaparte, a French military leader and politician; Charles
Whitman, the University of Texas tower shooter; Bruce Lee, an actor and martial artist;
Kurt Cobain, the lead singer of Nirvana; Jim Jones, a key figure in the Jonestown
massacre; Aretha Franklin, a singer-songwriter; Alexander Litvinenko, a former officer
of the Russian Federal Security Service; Jeffrey Epstein, a financier and convicted sex
offender; and many more. The book is based on a review of publicly available autopsy
and toxicology reports, published lay articles, and the scientific literature. Of the deaths
reviewed, 39 percent were due to natural causes, 19 percent were accidental, and 6
(17 percent) were suicides. The remaining deaths comprise three cases each of
homicide and justifiable homicide by police, one case of court-mandated execution, and
three cases in which the manner of death was undetermined.
Democracy Disrupted: Communication in the Volatile 2020 Presidential Election
Benjamin R. Warner 2022-09-30 Leading scholars analyze three disruptions in the
2020 presidential campaign and election: disruptions to the status quo caused by the
renewed quest for racial justice and greater diversity of candidates; pandemic

disruptions to traditional campaigning; and disruptions to democratic norms.
Case Based Research in Tourism, Travel, Hospitality and Events Marianna Sigala 2022
This book consolidates international, contemporary and topical case study based
research in tourism, travel, hospitality and events. Case studies can make learning
more attractive and interesting as well as enable students to understand the theory
better and develop their analytical and problem-solving skills. Using industry as an
open living lab, case study based research infuses scholars into real-world industry
challenges and inspires them to theorise and advance our knowledge frontiers. The
book includes international case studies that can help tourism scholars build and
advance (new) theories and enrich their educational practices. Case studies are
accompanied with a teaching note guiding scholars to integrate case studies into
instruction. Dr Kirsten Holmes, Chair, Council for Australasian Tourism and Hospitality
Education (CAUTHE) There is a vital need for contemporary and well-structured case
studies for use in tourism teaching. By including case studies from Australasia and key
destination regions in Asia, Europe, and the Caribbean, the book is helpful for tertiary
teachers globally. Professor Xander Lub, President, EuroCHRIE The book inspires
educators and students. The cases provide context to students learning and
demonstrate the richness and variation of the industry. The book also clearly
demonstrates how research can inform our teaching. Professor Brian King, Chair, THEICE Assessment Panel The book includes cases under five themes: experiences,

operations, technologies, strategy and marketing, and destinations. The book provides
subject lecturers with a structure to guide students of applying theory into practice. Dr
Paul Whitelaw, Academic Director, Southern Cross University This book marks a
significant contribution to hospitality, tourism and events pedagogy at undergraduate
and postgraduate level. At a time when the industry is demanding that our graduates
have a strong grasp of "real world issues", the case study approach provides an
accessible, meaningful and relatable means by which students can engage in real
world issues.
Divided We Stand Andrew E Busch 2021-03-15 Continuing a R&L tradition now
entering its fourth decade, this book provides the most comprehensive and authoritative
account of the national 2020 election, including the presidential nomination process and
general election, and congressional and state elections. Andrew E. Busch and John J.
Pitney Jr. revisit the campaigns and results through the short lens of politics today and
the long lens of American political history. With its keen insights into the issues and
events that drove the 2020 elections, Divided We Stand: The 2020 Elections and
American Politics will be an invaluable resource for students and all political observers
seeking to understand a historic election that will continue to resonate throughout
American politics for many years to come.
A President's Daily Brief: Years 1-4 Micah Fisher-Kirshner

What was daily life under the Trump presidency really like?
An accessible ebook with short, thematic entries showing the corruption of the entire
Trump presidency, A President’s Daily Brief, Year 1-4: The Day-by-Day Lurch of
Trump’s Norm-Breaking Presidency is the full volume of Micah Fisher-Kirshner’s series,
representing the four years of Trump’s time in power and the subversion that occurred.
More than a compiled list of significant events that portray Trump as the most corrupt
American president, this digestible and scannable read of in-the-moment posts pulled
from news outlets and credible sources provides an intimate look at how the
administration went about breaking the presidential norms on a daily basis. Readers
also will have access to citations to fact-check claims.
This quick read on a Trump presidency that started off with outrage and graduated to
righteous indignation is a must-have for those who enjoy history, politics, and
government or simply want to read about the most notorious presidency in history.
The Two-Party Trap Steven Verrier 2022-08-12 The United States has become
increasingly polarized, although the concept of a two-party system is not new. This
book traces the major parties' utter dominance--of the highest elected positions all the
way down to "nonpartisan" political offices across the U.S.--from the founding of the

Constitution through the 2020 presidential election. Even before the founding of the
"modern" Republican Party in 1854 and the next 168-year era of Democratic-GOP
dominance, the early decades of American nationhood were ruled in a similar manner
by the two major parties of the day. This book is a comprehensive, fast-paced analysis
of how the two-party system has grown to be such an affront to the ideals of the
Founding Fathers and of the numerous Americans today who appear to accept it as a
fact of life.
On Repentance And Repair Danya Ruttenberg 2022-09-13 A crucial new lens on
repentance, atonement, forgiveness, and repair from harm—from personal
transgressions to our culture’s most painful and unresolved issues American culture
focuses on letting go of grudges and redemption narratives instead of the perpetrator’s
obligations or recompense for harmed parties. As survivor communities have pointed
out, these emphases have too often only caused more harm. But Danya Ruttenberg
knew there was a better model, rooted in the work of the medieval philosopher
Maimonides. For Maimonides, upon whose work Ruttenberg elaborates, forgiveness is
much less important than the repair work to which the person who caused harm is
obligated. The word traditionally translated as repentance really means something
more like return, and in this book, returning is a restoration, as much as is possible, to
the victim, and, for the perpetrator of harm, a coming back, in humility and intentionality,
to behaving as the person we might like to believe we are. Maimonides laid out five
steps: naming and owning harm; starting to change/transformation; restitution and

accepting consequences; apology; and making different choices. Applying this lens to
both our personal relationships and some of the most significant and painful issues of
our day, including systemic racism and the legacy of enslavement, sexual violence and
harassment in the wake of #MeToo, and Native American land rights, On Repentance
and Repair helps us envision a way forward. Rooted in traditional Jewish concepts
while doggedly accessible and available to people from any, or no, religious
background, On Repentance and Repair is a book for anyone who cares about creating
a country and culture that is more whole than the one in which we live, and for anyone
who has been hurt or who is struggling to take responsibility for their mistakes.
Procurement With Purpose Peter Smith 2021-11-01 Procurement with Purpose
describes a growing and powerful movement - how organisations can use the money
they spend with suppliers to help address wider environmental, social and economic
issues. That is not just about emissions and climate change, but includes how to
address issues such as biodiversity and habitat loss, plastics and waste, modern
slavery, inequality and discrimination, and more. That organisational 'buying power' is
now being used to drive change across the business and political world. With case
studies from leading organisations, insightful analysis of 'business purpose' concepts
and practical guidance on implementing these ideas through the procurement and
contracting cycle, Procurement with Purpose is a fascinating and valuable resource for
anyone interested in how organisations can help protect and nurture this planet and its

people.
A President's Daily Brief: Year 3 Micah Fisher-Kirshner
What was daily life under the Trump presidency really like?
An accessible ebook with short, thematic entries showing the corruption of the Trump
presidency, A President’s Daily Brief, Year 3: The Day-by-Day Lurch of Trump’s NormBreaking Presidency is the third in Micah Fisher-Kirshner’s series, representing the
third year of Trump’s time in power and the subversion that occurred. More than a
compiled list of significant events that portray Trump as the most corrupt American
president, this digestible and scannable read of in-the-moment posts pulled from news
outlets and credible sources provides an intimate look at how the administration went
about breaking the presidential norms on a daily basis. Readers also will have access
to citations to fact-check claims.
This quick read on a Trump presidency that started off with outrage and graduated to
righteous indignation is a must-have for those who enjoy history, politics, and
government or simply want to read about the most notorious presidency in history.
Marketing Paul Baines 2022-03-30 With insights from leading practitioners and
exploration of the latest issues to affect consumers and businesses alike, Marketing

provides the skills vital for successful engagement with marketing across all areas of
society.
The Wires of War Jacob Helberg 2021-10-12 From the former news policy lead at
Google, an urgent and groundbreaking account of the high-stakes global cyberwar
brewing between Western democracies and the autocracies of China and Russia that
could potentially crush democracy. From 2016 to 2020, Jacob Helberg led Google's
global internal product policy efforts to combat disinformation and foreign interference.
During this time, he found himself in the midst of what can only be described as a
quickly escalating two-front technology cold war between democracy and autocracy.
On the front-end, we're fighting to control the software--applications, news information,
social media platforms, and more--of what we see on the screens of our computers,
tablets, and phones, a clash which started out primarily with Russia but now
increasingly includes China and Iran. Even more ominously, we're also engaged in a
hidden back-end battle--largely with China--to control the Internet's hardware, which
includes devices like cellular phones, satellites, fiber-optic cables, and 5G networks.
This tech-fueled war will shape the world's balance of power for the coming century as
autocracies exploit twenty-first-century methods to re-divide the world into twentieth
century-style spheres of influence. Helberg cautions that the spoils of this fight are
power over every meaningful aspect of our lives, including our economy, our
infrastructure, our national security, and ultimately, our national sovereignty. Without a
firm partnership with the government, Silicon Valley is unable to protect democracy

from the autocrats looking to sabotage it from Beijing to Moscow and Tehran. The
stakes of the ongoing cyberwar are no less than our nation's capacity to chart its own
future, the freedom of our democratic allies, and even the ability of each of us to control
our own fates, Helberg says. And time is quickly running out.
Project Censored's State of the Free Press 2021 Mickey Huff 2020-12-01 The new and
improved "Censored," detailing the top censored stories and media analysis of 2020.
Our nation's oldest news-monitoring group, Project Censored, refreshes its
longstanding yearbook series, Censored, with State of the Free Press 2021. This
edition offers a more succinct and comprehensive survey of the most important but
underreported news stories of 2020; in addition to a comparative analysis of the current
state of corporate and independent news media, and its effect on democracy. The
establishment media sustains a decrepit post-truth era, as examined the lowlight
features: "Junk Food News"-frivolous stories that distract the public from actual newsand-"News Abuse"-important stories covered in ways that undermine public
understanding. The alternative media provokes a burgeoning critical media literacy age,
as evaluated in the highlight feature: "Media Democracy in Action"-relevant stories
responsibly reported on by independent organizations. Finally, in an homage to the
history of the annual report, the editors reinstate the "Déjà vu News" feature-revisited
stories from previous editions. State of the Free Press 2021 endows readers with the
critical thinking and media literacy skills required to hold the corporate media to account

for distorting or censoring news coverage, and thus, to revitalize our democracy.
Ideas and the Use of Force in American Foreign Policy Morgan Rees 2021-11-10
Examining the post-Cold War period, this book sets out to explain why and when US
presidents choose to use force. It develops new explanations for variation in the use of
force in US foreign policy by theorizing and demonstrating the effects of the
displacement and repression of ideas within and across different US Presidential
administrations.
Australia’s Engagement with Economic and Social Rights Russell Solomon 2021-04-01
This book is a contemporary socio-legal study of Australia’s protection of economic and
social rights. Despite Australia’s hortatory language of compliance with international
rights standards, its translation of these standards into domestic law and policy has
been found wanting. In considering Australia’s compliance across the policy areas of
health, housing, labour and social security, it is argued that Australia’s failings can be
understood in terms of its institutional framework. This framework provides incomplete
legal protection for rights and leaves that protection almost exclusively in the realm of
politics and policymaking, an arena still dominated by neoliberalism and a political
culture averse to the protection and promotion of economic and social rights.
Inside High-Rise Housing Nethercote, Megan 2022-06-30 EPDF and EPUB available
Open Access under CC-BY-NC-ND licence. Condominium and comparable legal
architectures make vertical urban growth possible, but do we really understand the
social implications of restructuring city land ownership in this way? Geographer and

architect Megan Nethercote enters the condo tower to explore the hidden social and
territorial dynamics of private vertical communities. Informed by residents’ accounts of
Australian high-rise living, this book shows how legal and physical architectures fuse in
ways that jeopardize residents’ experience of home and stigmatize renters. As cities
sprawl skywards and private renting expands, this compelling geographic analysis of
property identifies high-rise development’s overlooked hand in social segregation and
urban fragmentation, and raises bold questions about the condominium’s prospects.
The Epistemology of Fake News Sven Bernecker 2021-06-10 Fake news is an
important topic of current social concern. This book is the first sustained inquiry into the
epistemology of fake news. The chapters examine the meaning of the term 'fake news',
discuss practices that generate or promote fake news, and investigate potential
therapies for the problems it presents.
Rhetoric and Governance Under Trump Bernd Kaussler 2020-07-09 This book
analyzes the rhetoric of Donald Trump to argue that Trump embraces conflicting
populist and Republican values, and as a result has relied on populist and polarizing
rhetoric, along with fabricated crises, to reconcile these combating ideals and uphold
his image of an “anti-status quo politician.”
China’s Belt and Road Initiative at Ten Robert E. Looney 2022-11-23 This volume
assesses China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) as it approaches its tenth year in
operation. The programme has gone through a difficult transition since its inception in
2013, with an environment developing in a way utterly unanticipated by Chinese

decision-makers. Despite pragmatic adjustments to the BRI, the lack of a firm empirical
base has impeded the BRI and led to its demise in many countries. With the
accumulation of nearly ten years of project and economic data, it is possible to make an
in-depth assessment of the BRI. For this purpose, the study examines the infrastructure
component of the BRI in 39 countries, stretching from the Americas to Oceania and,
finally, South Asia. The study finds a strong relationship between a country’s progress
in improved governance and the quality of its infrastructure. Countries that have
benefited from the BRI have simultaneously achieved progress in governance areas,
such as the rule of law and control of corruption. By not emphasizing improved
governance structures, China condemns many of its partners to failure. Researchers,
students, and economic development specialists from Latin America to South Asia and
Oceania will find this study a useful departure from the volumes of anecdotal BRI
assessments.
The Observer Todd Stottlemyre 2020-12-29 Wall Street Journal Best Selling Book The
two anchors in Kat's frenzied life have been her father; a famous baseball pitcher
turned team manager, and her son, who is following in his grandfather's footsteps.
When both anchors become unstable, Kat's life tips dangerously out of balance. The
market and her finances flip, and relationships start slipping through her fingers. Eager
for solutions, she turns to find uncanny wisdom from places she never expected. The
Observer unpacks the idea of 180-degree thinking, which changes everything for Kat.
Now, seemingly impossible goals come into focus with crystal clear clarity. As Kat

focuses on the right things, the impossible becomes her new reality. Imparted with truth
and wisdom, The Observer is a classic for discovering the peak performer within
yourself. This timeless story of success principles is more important today than it has
ever been before as uncertainty lurks right around the corner. “A powerful work with
insights that, once applied, will help you lift your life to a completely new level.” —Robin
Sharma, #1 bestselling author of The 5AM Club and The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
Kat has it all—money, success, recognition, influence—except the one thing she
desperately desires: a fulfilled life. A business entrepreneur in the high-end sportswear
industry, Kat is driven in relentless pursuit of ever-greater success.
Get Your Knee Off Our Necks Bruce Elliott Johansen 2022 The death of George Floyd
on May 25, 2020, and the ensuing trial of Derek Chauvin for murder a year later has
rubbed raw the bloodiest stain on the United States history and its world reputation.
The nine minutes and 29 seconds during which Chauvins knee crushed the spark of life
out of Floyd was not unusual in the history of the United States. Before the U.S. Civil
War, slaves were routinely beaten to death for disobeying orders or running away, then
often lynched. In roughly two centuries, Blacks have achieved nominal freedom. But, as
this books opening chapter and expert essays that follow indicate, freedom has been
conditional based on inequity of wealth, social, and legal discrimination. None of this is
new in the United States; what is new is the number of people rising up in protest, a
figure in the millions around the world after Floyds murder. This book supplies a
readable, scholarly account of recent issues in race and racism in the United States

that will be useful for general readers, undergraduate students, and their professors. It
will be useful in many fields, including Black studies, other ethnic pursuits, United
States history, law, criminal justice, intercultural communication, et al. The work
contains a powerful historical narrative followed by several important, essays on
subjects including George Floyds murder, the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement
and many other victims of systematic racism.
Cyril and Pat Emily Gravett 2021-04-15 Cyril and Pat is a very funny, rhyming romp
through the park from the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal-winning Emily Gravett, author
of Tidy and Meerkat Mail. 'Enormous fun to read aloud.' – Guardian Cyril is the only
squirrel in Lake Park, and he's very lonely. Until one day he meets Pat – Pat the big,
grey . . . other squirrel. Cyril and Pat have lots of adventures and fun together and Cyril
is so pleased he's made a friend. But everyone says that Cyril and Pat simply cannot
be friends, and they soon reveal why: Pat, as the reader has known all along, is
actually a RAT! But Cyril's life turns out to be a lot duller and quite a bit scarier without
Pat by his side, and in the end the two friends learn that some things are more
important than being the same, or listening to others.
Culture and Computing Matthias Rauterberg 2020-07-10 This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on Culture and Computing,
C&C 2020, held as part of the 22nd International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction, HCII 2020, in July 2020. The conference was planned to be held in
Copenhagen, Denmark, but had to change to a virtual conference mode due to the

COVID-19 pandemic. From a total of 6326 submissions, a total of 1439 papers and 238
posters has been accepted for publication in the HCII 2020 proceedings. The 34 papers
presented in this volume were organized in topical sections as follows: HCI and ethics
in cultural contexts; interactive and immersive cultural heritage; and preservation of
local cultures.
Very Special Episodes Jonathan Cohn 2021-08-13 Very Special Episodes explores
various examples of the "very special episode" to chart the history of American
television and its self-identified status as an arbiter of culture. Through the study of this
unique television format, this anthology traces the history of television's engagement
with many of the most important political, aesthetic, economic, and social movements
that continue to challenge our society today.
21st-Century Statecraft Nayef Al-Rodhan 2022-03-31 This book proposes an innovative
and comprehensive framework for conducting statecraft in the 21st century. Called neostatecraft, this framework is based on the reconciliation of power, interests and justice.
The author proposes four substrates of neo-statecraft: 1) a new structure he calls metageopolitics, which includes seven inter-related dimensions of state power and identifies
a Geostrategic Tripwire Pivotal Corridor (TPC); 2) a sustainable national security
paradigm that stresses the centrality of justice, symbiotic realism and transcultural
synergy; 3) a new concept called just power, which states that power must be smart as
well as just, and that global justice is above all a national interest of all states; and 4) a
new concept called reconciliation statecraft of the eight global interests. Dr. Nayef R.F.

Al-Rodhan is Senior Scholar in Geostrategy and Director of the Programme on the
Geopolitical Implications of Globalisation and Transnational Security at the Geneva
Centre for Security Policy, Geneva, Switzerland. "This book offers a refreshing and
ambitious re-examination of the nature of statecraft and geopolitics and contains a
number of relevant concepts that can be translated into brand-new research and
ambitious policy goals. Building on a number of his previous concepts, the author
continues a remarkable endeavour aimed at updating and adapting traditional
geopolitical perceptions. Step by step, brick after brick, the author is clearly building a
major comprehensive contribution to strategic thinking and diplomacy." Professor
Francois Gere, Director of Research at Paris 3 Sorbonne Nouvelle and President of the
French Institute for Strategic Analysis (IFAS), Paris, France. "This book provides a
carefully crafted description of how the international system is being transformed and
defines the challenges facing contemporary statecraft in handling that transformation.
Nayef Al-Rodhan has undertaken this enormous task by defining the concept of metageopolitics and addressing potential future problems while making full use of the
analytical tools that he has developed. It is a unique and intellectually courageous
undertaking that will help us gain deeper insights into the many dimensions of current
and future security challenges." Ambassador Rolf Ekeus, Chairman of the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), Stockholm, Sweden.
Space, Mobility, and Crisis in Mega-Event Organisation Rodanthi Tzanelli 2022-11-25
This book advances an alternative critical posthumanist approach to mega-event

organisation, taking into account both the new and the old crises which humanity and
our planet face. Taking the delayed Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games as a case study,
Tzanelli explores mega-event crisis and risk management in the era of extreme
urbanisation, natural disasters, global pandemic, and technoscientific control. Using the
atmospheric term ‘irradiation’ (a technology of glamour and transparency, as well as
bodily penetration by harmful agents and strong affects), the book explores this
epistemological statement diachronically (via Tokyo’s relationship with Western forms
of domination) and synchronically (the city as a global cultural-political player but victim
of climate catastrophes). It presents how the ‘Olympic enterprise’s’ ‘flattening’ of
indigenous environmental place-making rhythms, and the scientisation of space and
place in the Anthropocene lead to reductionisms harmful for a viable programme of
planetary recovery. An experimental study of the mega-event is enacted, which
considers the researcher’s analytical tools and the styles of human and non-human
mobility during the mega-event as reflexive gateways to forms of posthuman
flourishing. Crossing and bridging disciplinary boundaries, the book will appeal to any
scholar interested in mobilities theory, event and environment studies, sociology of
knowledge and cultural globalisation.
Pope Francis and the Transformation of Health Care Ethics Todd A. Salzman 2021 A
call to reform Catholic health care ethics, inspired by the teachings of Pope Francis
Woke Capitalism Carl Rhodes 2021-11-09 This book delves into the corporate takeover
of public morality, or ‘woke capitalism’. Discussing the political causes that it has

adopted, and the social causes that it has not, it argues that this extension of capitalism
has negative implications for democracy’s future.
World predictions that came true Parade of Hottest News Predictions with 94 Media
Confirmations - Year 2019/2020 Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for US Election 2020,
Iran, The Middle East , Bilderberg Group, Trump 2020, Third World War, Diamond
Heist... Stoyanka Staikova 2020-01-09 From our WordPress Blogs http://dimitrinkastaikova.WordPress.com
http://clairvoyantdimitrinkastaikova.weebly.com JANUARY 2019 #1 - Media
Confirmation about Elizabeth Warren’s decision December 2018 “Elizabeth Warren
announces 2020 run against Trump” – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova
in her Ebook and Paperback book Published April 5, 2018 Midterm Elections 2018 ,
Scandals,Billionaires,Republicans and Democrats – Presidential Election 2020 –
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Tom Steyer, Oprah Winfrey, Barack Obama ,
Cambridge Analytica ,Robert Mueller …. The Future of USA 2018 – 2030 … Published
April 5, 2018 By Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova
#2 - Media Confirmation : “Jeff Bezos announces divorce from MacKenzie Bezos after
25 years together” January 9, 2018 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in
her Ebook and Paperback book published in Amazon April 23, 2016 : Billionaires –
Mysterious, Hidden, Scandalous,Personal life – girlfriends and marriage,
Heirs,Business, Money and World Power – Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions of Jack
Dorsey, George Soros,Jeff Bezos, Carlos Slim,Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Alsaud,Georg

Sc haeffler ,Warren Buffett,David Thomson, Alice Walton, Lee Shau Kee, Jorge Paulo
Lemann ,Carl Icahn, Donald Trump, Bill Gates, Scott Duncan, Charles Koch,Michael
Bloomberg, Robert Mercer, Mark Zuckerberg, Li Ka – ShingTheir Clairvoyant Calendar
about Year 2016 Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions by Clairvoyant House ” Dimitrinka
Staikova and Daughters Stoyanka and Ivelina Staikova ” – from Europe, Bulgaria,
Varna. Published on : 12.02.2016 #3 - Media Confirmation about “El Chapo paid
$100m bribe to Mexico’s former president” – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova July 20, 2015 and published in her Ebook and Paperback book Published
September 13, 2015 : Shinzo Abe,Putin,The Grey Wolves of Turkey,Refugees in
Europe,Russian Mafia,Cosa Nostra,Yakuza-boss of all bosses,Judas
Iskariot,Assad,Pope Francis-Psychic Readings and World Predictions 2016 By
Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova and Clairvoyant/Psychic Dimitrinka Staikova #4 - Media
Confirmation about Theresa May lost her Brexit deal vote, Brexit Chaos, January 2019
– a tough month for Theresa May, Brexit and Great Britain – as predicted by
Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her Ebook and Paperback book Published October
28, 2018 : Brexit – Great Britain, Ireland, Scotland 2018 – 2019. The European Union –
Elections 2019 – the next European Commission President ? British Royal Family –
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Theresa May, Sinn Fein ….and World Predictions
2018/19 By Clairvoyants Dimitrinka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova
Published : October 28, 2018 #5 - Media Confirmation : Huawei lawyer says CFO Meng
Wanzhou, the daughter of Huawei’s founder is a ‘hostage’ after U.S. presses charges

(January 28, 2019) – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook
and Paperback book : Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway
Kidnappers, Middle East 2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon,
Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense Forces,
Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage, Nancy Pelosi Author : Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova,
Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova, Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova Published : January 26,
2019 FEBRUARY 2019 #6 - Media Confirmations about Recep Erdogan – January 20,
2019 are starting the problems with banks and the financial system of Turkey, Terrorist
war of Turkey in Iraq – predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook :
Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019.
Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep
Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage,
Nancy Pelosi Author : Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova #7 - Media Confirmation about
Senator Cory Booker announces run for presidency in 2020 February 1, 2019 as
predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her Ebook and Paperback book
Published April 5, 2018 : Midterm Elections 2018 , Scandals,Billionaires,Republicans
and Democrats – Presidential Election 2020 – Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Tom
Steyer, Oprah Winfrey, Barack Obama , Cambridge Analytica ,Robert Mueller …. The
Future of USA 2018 – 2030 … Published April 5, 2018 By Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka
Staikova, Ivelina Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova Buy the Paperback book from Amazon –
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1987578066/ #8 - Media Confirmation about TurkStream

project – “Bulgaria to go ahead with Turkish Stream extension” and extension of the
TurkStream pipeline to Serbia January 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova in her New Ebook Published December 4, 2018 : Ukraine – Russia
provocations, War, Gas pipelines, Conquering of territories . Clairvoyant/Psychic
predictions for : Petro Poroshenko, Oleksandr Turchinov, Jens Stoltenberg (NATO), the
leaders of Crimea and Donetsk, Vladimir Putin and Donald Trump at G20 Summit 2018
By Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova Published :
December 4, 2018 #9 - Media Confirmation of “South Africa to offer UK a Brexit boost
with new trade agreement” February 14, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova in her New Ebook and Paperback book Published January 26,2019 : Brexit,
US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019.
Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep
Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage,
Nancy Pelosi Author : Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova,
Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova #10 - Media Confirmation about “February 2019 – I see
a contract of Lebanon with Saudi Arabia – renewed” – as predicted by Clairvoyant
Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook and Paperback book :Brexit, US Shutdown,
Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic
Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep Erdogan – Turkey,
Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage, Nancy PelosiAuthor :
Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova, Clairvoyant Stoyanka

StaikovaPublished : January 26, 2019 #11 - Media Confirmation about a threat for the
life of Frans Timmermans (First Vice-president of the European Commission and
Candidate for European Commission President 2019) – as predicted by Clairvoyant
Dimitrinka Staikova in her book published in Amazon October 28, 2018 :New Book :
Brexit – Great Britain, Ireland, Scotland 2018 – 2019. The European Union – Elections
2019 – the next European Commission President ? British Royal Family –
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Theresa May, Sinn Fein ….and World Predictions
2018/19 By Clairvoyants Dimitrinka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova
MARCH 2019 #12 - Media Confirmation of Sinn Féin’s Brexit protests along the Irish
border for United Ireland and Terrorism in London -‘Irish dissident plot’ possible –
March 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her book published
October 28, 2018 : Brexit – Great Britain, Ireland, Scotland 2018 – 2019. The European
Union – Elections 2019 – the next European Commission President ? British Royal
Family – Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Theresa May, Sinn Fein ….and World
Predictions 2018/19 By Clairvoyants Dimitrinka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova, Stoyanka
Staikova #13 - Media Confirmation of Brexit extension – a request for extending of time
for Brexit March 2019, and Great Britain will vote for in the European Election – as
predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her Ebook and Paperback book
published in Amazon January 26, 2019 :Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup,
Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran,
Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense

Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage, Nancy Pelosi #14 - Media Confirmation about
Huawei developed its own operating systems in case it’s banned from using Android
and Windows – March 14, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova
January 26, 2019 in New Ebook and Paperback book Published January 26, 2019
:Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019.
Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep
Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage,
Nancy PelosiAuthor : Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova,
Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova #15 - Media Confirmation about “Blessings of Rain as
Kinneret Continues to Rise – March 17, 2019” – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova “March 2019 – I see a lot of water and rain in Israel , I feel the legs of General
Aviv Kochavi – permanently wet ” – in New Ebook and Paperback book Published
January 26, 2019 :Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers,
Middle East 2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar
Assad, Recep Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May
,Corbyn, Farage, Nancy PelosiAuthor : Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, Clairvoyant
Ivelina Staikova, Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova #16 - Media Confirmation about
#Mexico’s #Popocatepetl volcano suffers largest eruption in years – as predicted by
Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook and Paperback book published
March 5, 2019 : The rich also cry – Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions about : Meghan
Markle,Jacques de Molay ,David Pecker ,George Soros,Mike Pence, Vladimir Putin,

Corpus Hermeticum, Brexit donors , India – Pakistan, Hatton Garden jewellery heist ,
Chinese Vice-Premier, Iran’s Aerospace…By Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka Staikova,
Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova #17 - Media Confirmation about “Justin Bieber
taking a break from music to focus on marriage and health” – March 26, 2019 as
predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her Predictions about the life of Justin
Bieber -” His carrier is long and is interrupted temporary only because of woman and
threat from water. Early marriage! “- published March 4, 2013 in her website :
https://sites.google.com/site/dimitrinkastaikova/home/angelina-jolie-starsconfidentials/justinbieber-starsconfidential APRIL 2019 #18 - Media Confirmation of
“NATO to Deter Russia in Black Sea With Heightened Surveillance, U.S. Says” April 3,
2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her Ebook published
December 4, 2019 : Ukraine – Russia provocations, War, Gas pipelines, Conquering of
territories . Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for : Petro Poroshenko, Oleksandr
Turchinov, Jens Stoltenberg (NATO), the leaders of Crimea and Donetsk, Vladimir
Putin and Donald Trump at G20 Summit 2018By Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova,
Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova Published : December 4, 2018 #19 - Media
Confirmation of Brexit: UK and EU agree delay to 31 October , 2019 as predicted by
Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her Ebook and Paperback book published in Amazon
January 26, 2019 – “….The beginning of March 2019 starts with demonstrative actions
from the European side – a request for extending of time – from March to September
2019 and a subsequent grace period of one year.” : Brexit, US Shutdown,

Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic
Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep Erdogan – Turkey,
Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage, Nancy Pelosi Author :
Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova, Clairvoyant Stoyanka
Staikova #20 - Media Confirmation about ” Salma Hayek’s Husband Francois-Henri
Pinault To Donate $113 Million To Rebuild Notre Dame ” April 2019 – as predicted by
Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her Hottest News Predictions by Clairvoyant
Dimitrinka Staikova – February 2019 : Happy St. Valentine’s Day ! Salma Hayek
(actress ) and her husband Francois – Henri Pinault ( chairman and CEO of Kering and
president of Groupe Artemis ) – One love – One life – part of Clairvoyant / Psychic
predictions February 12,2019 by Clairvoyant House “Dimitrinka Staikova and daughters
Stoyanka and Ivelina Staikova” – from Europe , Bulgaria , Varna.
http://sites.google.com/site/dimitrinkastaikova MAY 2019 #21 - Media Confirmation 3 of
Ukraine Nuclear power plant fire April 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova “…I see a big cloud, like a mushroom, above the nuclear power plant – as a
nuclear mushroom” – in her Ebook published December 4, 2018 :Ukraine – Russia
provocations, War, Gas pipelines, Conquering of territories . Clairvoyant/Psychic
predictions for : Petro Poroshenko, Oleksandr Turchinov, Jens Stoltenberg (NATO), the
leaders of Crimea and Donetsk, Vladimir Putin and Donald Trump at G20 Summit
2018By Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova Published
: December 4, 2018 #22 - Media Confirmation of “Year 2019 – #India is exporting a

nuclear bomb in the #Space and begins with threats about the destruction of the
world…” and “#Iran is included with people, equipment and ingenious minds in the
Space business” – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her book
Published September 18, 2018 :Banks,Dollars,War, Energy, Euro – World Predictions
2018 and 2019 : Foreign minister of China,Central bank of Argentina), Bank ofItaly,
Bank of Japan, Bank of England, Bank of Russia,Idlib Syria, HSBCBy Clairvoyant :
Dimitrinka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova #23 - Media Confirmation
about Turkey’s invasion in Cyprus and hidden financial war with Cyprus May 8, 2019 –
as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her book published Jan.26, 2019
:Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019.
Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep
Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage,
Nancy Pelosi Author : Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova,
Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova #24 - Media Confirmation about Vladimir Putin’s Brain
stroke (Putin falls on his face on ice rink) May 11 , 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant
Dimitrinka Staikova in her Ebook published Dec 4th, 2018 : Ukraine – Russia
provocations, War, Gas pipelines, Conquering of territories . Clairvoyant/Psychic
predictions for : Petro Poroshenko, Oleksandr Turchinov, Jens Stoltenberg (NATO), the
leaders of Crimea and Donetsk, Vladimir Putin and Donald Trump at G20 Summit 2018
By Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova #25 - 3 Media
Confirmations of Boeing May 2019 – new orders from NATO (“Boeing gets Contract for

F-15 Eagle”), problems with contracts (“China threatens to reduce Boeing orders”) and
new accidents with Boeing May 2019 (“Boeing 737 Makes Emergency Landing At
Tennessee After A Potential Mechanical Issue”) – As predicted by Clairvoyant
Dimitrinka Staikova in her Ebook and Paperback book published March 31,2019 :WHO
WILL WIN U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2020 ? Republicans vs Democrats –
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for : Trump’s 2020 Presidential campaign, Bernie
Sanders, Beto O’Rourke , Kirsten Gillibrand , Elizabeth Warren ,Kamala Harris , Cory
Booker, Julian Castro….Part 1by Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka
Staikova, Ivelina Staikova #26 - Media Confirmation of Elizabeth Warren Pledged To
Replace Betsy DeVos With A Former Public School Teacher If She Wins In 2020 (May
13, 2019) – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook and
Paperback book :WHO WILL WIN U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2020 ?
Republicans vs Democrats – Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for : Trump’s 2020
Presidential campaign, Bernie Sanders, Beto O’Rourke , Kirsten Gillibrand , Elizabeth
Warren ,Kamala Harris , Cory Booker, Julian Castro….Part 1 #27 - Media Confirmation
about “Inside the Trump Campaign’s Frenzied Search for Clinton’s Emails” April 18, the
2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook and
Paperback book Published March 31, 2019 : WHO WILL WIN U.S. PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION 2020 ? Republicans vs Democrats – Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for :
Trump’s 2020 Presidential campaign, Bernie Sanders, Beto O’Rourke , Kirsten
Gillibrand , Elizabeth Warren ,Kamala Harris , Cory Booker, Julian Castro…. Part 1

#28 - Media Confirmation about “Egypt explosion injures tourists near Giza pyramids” –
May 19,2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook and
Paperback book Published January 26, 2019 : Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela
Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran,
Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense
Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage, Nancy Pelosi Author : Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova, Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova, Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova #29 - Media
Confirmation of “Theresa May to Resign as U.K. Prime Minister” – June 2019 – as
predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova – “June – July 2019 – the royal power will
have problems – the people will seek for a leader” – in her book published January 26,
2019 : Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East
2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad,
Recep Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn,
Farage, Nancy Pelosi Author : Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova, #30 - Media
Confirmation about “#Extraterrestrial Organic Matter Have Been Found in
#SouthAfrica’s Mountains”May 27, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova in New book published May 17, 2019 : Clairvoyant/Psychic reading and
predictions to #God and the Creation of the Universe.When is coming the New God ?
#HermesTrismegistus and The #CorpusHermeticum JUNE 2019 #31 - Media
Confirmation : “Esther McVey eliminated from Conservative leadership contest” June
13, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook and

Paperback book published June 4, 2019 : Tory Leadership Race candidates, Election –
UK and USA 2019 – 2020 , Facebook battle Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Mark
Zuckerberg, Joe Biden, Boris Johnson , Jeremy Hunt,Sir Graham Brady -Committee
1922, Michael Gove… By Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova,
Ivelina Staikova #32 - Media Confirmation : “#ToryLeadershipContest result:
#BorisJohnson surges ahead in first round with 114 votes” – June 13, 2019 – as
predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook and Paperback book :
Tory Leadership Race candidates, Election – UK and USA 2019 – 2020 , Facebook
battle Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Mark Zuckerberg, Joe Biden, Boris Johnson ,
Jeremy Hunt,Sir Graham Brady -Committee 1922, Michael Gove… By Clairvoyants :
Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova Published : June 4, 2019
JULY 2019 #33 - Media Confirmation: “Biggest earthquake in years rattles Southern
California” July 4,2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova March 23,
2018 in her Ebook and Paperback book April 5,2018 : Midterm Elections 2018 ,
Scandals,Billionaires,Republicans and Democrats – Presidential Election 2020 –
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Tom Steyer, Oprah Winfrey, Barack Obama ,
Cambridge Analytica ,Robert Mueller …. The Future of USA 2018 – 2030 … #34 Media Confirmations : “Biggest earthquake in years rattles Southern California” July
4,2019 and “Russian state-run media took Trump’s July 4 event as an opportunity to
‘troll’ the U.S.”- as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova May 24, 2019 in her
New Ebook and Paperback book : Tory Leadership Race candidates, Election – UK

and USA 2019 – 2020 , Facebook battle Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Mark
Zuckerberg, Joe Biden, Boris Johnson , Jeremy Hunt,Sir Graham Brady -Committee
1922, Michael Gove… By Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova,
Ivelina Staikova #35 - Media Confirmations about #MissingPerson : #SuzanneEaton –
“….there is a vehicle involved” and “Suzanne Eaton, US #scientist, found killed in WW2
bunker on #Crete” and “…her body had been covered in burlap…” – as predicted by
Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka Staikova and Stoyanka Staikova in their Clairvoyant Readings
published July 6, 2019 – “…I see her in a car…” and “… I see her closed in a building
underground and monitored by an angry man…” and “…in the moment her eyes are
tied…” https://sites.google.com/site/dimitrinkastaikova/ #36 - #Manhattan : Media
Confirmation of : #NewYork’s and Mayor #BilldeBlasio’s problems with Energy and
Water – July 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook
and Paperback book Published June 4, 2019 : Tory Leadership Race candidates,
Election – UK and USA 2019 – 2020 , Facebook battle Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions
: Mark Zuckerberg, Joe Biden, Boris Johnson , Jeremy Hunt,Sir Graham Brady Committee 1922, Michael Gove… By Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka
Staikova, Ivelina Staikova #37 - Media Confirmation of – war between Turkey and
Cyprus ,and intervention of Israel July 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova in her New Ebook and Paperback book Published June 4, 2019 : Tory
Leadership Race candidates, Election – UK and USA 2019 – 2020 , Facebook battle
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Mark Zuckerberg, Joe Biden, Boris Johnson , Jeremy

Hunt,Sir Graham Brady -Committee 1922, Michael Gove… By Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka
Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova #38 - Media Confirmation of : “UK may
be on the verge of a new Mad Cow Disease epidemic, experts warn” July 11, 2019 – as
predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova “Diseases will appear connected with
blood and genetic modification (engineering)” – Published June 4,2019 in our New
Ebook and Paperback book : Tory Leadership Race candidates, Election – UK and
USA 2019 – 2020 , Facebook battle Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Mark Zuckerberg,
Joe Biden, Boris Johnson , Jeremy Hunt,Sir Graham Brady -Committee 1922, Michael
Gove… By Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova
#39 - Media Confirmation : #Facebook #CEO “#MarkZuckerberg’s security chief is
leaving after an investigation into allegations of misconduct” – July 8, 2019 – as
predicted by Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova : July 2019 – “Mark #Zuckerberg sees
many people who argue and quarrel between each other ” – Published June 4, 2019 in
the New #Ebook and Paperback #book : #ToryLeadership Race candidates, Election –
UK and USA 2019 – 2020 , Facebook battle Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Mark
Zuckerberg, Joe Biden, Boris Johnson , Jeremy Hunt,Sir Graham Brady -Committee
1922, Michael Gove… By Clairvoyants : Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova,
Ivelina Staikova AUGUST 2019 #40 - Media Confirmation : Israel carries out airstrikes
against Iran near Golan Heights – August 1, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant
Dimitrinka Staikova in her New Ebook and Paperback book published January 26, 2019
: Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019.

Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep
Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage,
Nancy Pelosi #41 - Media Confirmations : “British navy to escort all UK vessels in Strait
of Hormuz”, UK heatwave – July 2019, Financial Crisis in Great Britain July 2019 –
“Pound falls against both dollar and euro” – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova in her New Ebook and Paperback book Published January 26, 2019 : Brexit,
US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019.
Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep
Erdogan – Turkey, Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage,
Nancy Pelosi SEPTEMBER 2019 #42 - Media Confirmations about : “In rare protests,
Egyptians demand President el-Sisi’s removal”, “Black cloud of explosions over Egypt”,
” Egypt’s natural gas production at record high”,”forthcoming contracts for the Egyptian
Natural gas” – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova- published July 22, 2019
in her Hottest News Predictions 2019 blogs OCTOBER 2019 #43 - Media Confirmation
about “October 2019 – the life of Bernie Sanders is threatened” and “Bernie Sanders’
health March 14, 2019 : The heart and both kidneys are ill” – as predicted and
Published March 31, 2019 by Clairvoyant House “Dimitrinka Staikova and daughters
Stoyanka and Ivelina Staikova” – from Europe, Bulgaria, Varna In our Ebook and
Paperback book : WHO WILL WIN U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2020 ?
Republicans vs Democrats – Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for : Trump’s 2020
Presidential campaign, Bernie Sanders, Beto O’Rourke , Kirsten Gillibrand , Elizabeth

Warren ,Kamala Harris , Cory Booker, Julian Castro…. Part 1 #44 - Media Confirmation
of : ” Turkish military, rebels to cross Syrian border ‘shortly ” and and “Turkish
presidency using senior figures, intelligence agents to divide opposition – CHP leader”
– as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova ” -” 4. Recep Tayyip Erdogan
(President of Turkey) – Health – only strong spirit. Plans, stages of wars : Syria, Iraq,
Kurds, Cyprus – provocations; ….Year 2019 – Erdogan is uniting the political authority
and reconnaissance – January 15, 2019? – part of The Ebook : Brexit, US Shutdown,
Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic
Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep Erdogan – Turkey,
Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage, Nancy Pelosi #45 Media Confirmation of : ” Brilliant Midnight Fireball Lights Up Sky Over Northeast China
” – October 12, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova Sept.29, 2019 –
“…Around October 12 , 2019….At this time there is gazing at the stars with expectation
– I see a fireball which is moving” – Part of the New Ebook and Paperback book : World
Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions about : the
Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco, Israel ,LUKOIL, Gazprom, Hassan Rouhani,
Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo, Credit Suisse, the Vatican… #46 - Media
Confirmation of : “Credit Suisse to Expand Adviser Unit for Billionaire Clients” – October
15, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New book Published
Oct. 5, 2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. Clairvoyant/Psychic
predictions about : the Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco, Israel ,LUKOIL,

Gazprom, Hassan Rouhani, Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo, Credit Suisse, the
Vatican… #47 - Media Confirmations of : “…an end a new beginning ” in #Lebanon
,internal war – October 2019, “October and November 2019 – I see many prayers for
people in disaster in Lebanon” – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her
Ebook and Paperback book Published : January 26, 2019 : Brexit, US Shutdown,
Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic
Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep Erdogan – Turkey,
Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage, Nancy Pelosi #48 Media Confirmations of : “…October 21, 2019 – the American soldiers in Iraq are
increasing , there are parts entering also in Syria as protection of a zone…” – as
predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New book published October 5,
2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions
about : the Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco, Israel ,LUKOIL, Gazprom, Hassan
Rouhani, Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo, Credit Suisse, the Vatican… #49 Media Confirmation of : “5.6-magnitude #earthquake hits southern #Iran” – October 21
2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova in New book Published October
5, 2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. Clairvoyant/Psychic
predictions about : the Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco, Israel ,LUKOIL,
Gazprom, Hassan Rouhani, Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo, Credit Suisse, the
Vatican… #50 - Media Confirmation of : #Germany will build a #space launch center
after #German industries demanded more to #investment in space #research and

development – Oct 21, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova New
book Published October 5, 2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020.
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions about : the Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco,
Israel ,LUKOIL, Gazprom, Hassan Rouhani, Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo,
Credit Suisse, the Vatican… #51 - Media Confirmation of : Tim Ryan ends 2020
presidential campaign, He will run for reelection to the House of Representatives, His
campaign was marked by slow fundraising and low poll numbers October 24, 2019 – as
predicted by Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova in her NEW BOOK PUBLISHED
SEPTEMBER 2, 2019 : 2020 ELECTION IN USA – SCANDALS, MILITARY POLICY,
TRUMP ,TRADE WAR. WHO WILL CHOOSE PUTIN FOR THE NEXT PRESIDENT
OF USA ? CLAIRVOYANT/PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS : JEFFREY EPSTEIN, TRUMP,
REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES BY DIMITRINKA
STAIKOVA, STOYANKA STAIKOVA, IVELINA STAIKOVA #52 - Media Confirmation of
: “Prime Minister #BorisJohnson has said he will ask Parliament to approve an early
election..” – October 24, 2019 – as Predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her
New book Published June 4, 2019 : #Tory Leadership Race candidates, Election – UK
and USA 2019 – 2020 , Facebook battle Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions : Mark
Zuckerberg, Joe Biden, Boris Johnson , Jeremy Hunt,Sir Graham Brady -Committee
1922, Michael Gove… #53 - Media Confirmation about Upcoming Kurdish state on the
border with Iraq as predicted by Clairvoyant/Psychic Dimitrinka Staikova in her Ebook :
2016 – The wars -Syria, Turkey, Lybia, Kurdistan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Egypt,

Iraq…Leaders, Zika Virus, Brexit, Battle for oil , gas and control: … two firesClairvoyant/Psychic predictions Kindle Edition by Ivelina Staikova (Author), Dimitrinka
Staikova (Author), Stoyanka Staikova (Translator) #54 - Media Confirmation of :
“Kurdish Fighters Withdraw From Syrian Border Area “, “Northeastern Syria will be
conquered “,” Turkish assault in Syria weakens Iraq Kurds, strengthens regional
powers” October 30, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova February
26,2016 Published in her WordPress blog August 21, 2016 https://dimitrinkastaikova.wordpress.com/2016/08/21/media-confirmation-aboutupcoming-kurdish-state-on-the-border-with-iraq-as-predicted-by-clairvoyantpsychicdimitrinka-staikova-in-her-ebook-2016-the-wars-syria-turkey-lybia-kurdistan/ and in her
Ebook and Paperback book published in Amazon: 2016 – The wars -Syria, Turkey,
Lybia, Kurdistan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Iraq…Leaders, Zika Virus, Brexit,
Battle for oil and gas and control over their price. Between two fires –
Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova Publication Date: February 26, 2016 #55 - Media Confirmation of : “Netanyahu
set to divert public funds to military” – October 30,2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant
Stoyanka Staikova in her Clairvoyant predictions published September 19, 2019 in her
websites : 1. http://clairvoyant-dimitrinka-staikova.mystrikingly.com/blog/israelielectionbenjamin-netanyahu-and-benny-gantz-clairvoyant-reading 2.
https://dimitrinkastaikova.wordpress.com/2019/09/19/israelielection-benjaminnetanyahu-and-benny-gantz-clairvoyant-reading-and-hottest-news-predictions-by-

clairvoyant-housedimitrinka-staikova-and-daughters-stoyanka-and-ivelina-staikovafrom/ And in her Ebook and Paperback book published in Amazon : World Predictions
and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions about : the Impeachment
of Trump, Saudi Aramco, Israel ,LUKOIL, Gazprom, Hassan Rouhani, Ursula von der
Leyen, Mike Pompeo, Credit Suisse, the Vatican… by Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka
Staikova, Ivelina Staikova Published October 5, 2019 #56 - Media Confirmation of :
“Vatican cardinals linked to missing millions and financial scandal” – October 30, 2019
– as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in New Ebook and Paperback book
published October 5, 2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020.
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions about : the Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco,
Israel ,LUKOIL, Gazprom, Hassan Rouhani, Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo,
Credit Suisse, the Vatican… by Dimitrinka Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina
Staikova NOVEMBER 2019 #57 - Media Confirmation of “Donald Trump visits hospital
for unscheduled two-hour medical checkup “- November 17, 2019 – as predicted by
Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her Book published October 5, 2019 : World
Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. UPDATED ! HOW TO ORDER YOUR
CLAIRVOYANT READING AND HEALTH DIAGNOSIS BY CLAIRVOYANT HOUSE
‘DIMITRINKA STAIKOVA AND DAUGHTERS STOYANKA AND IVELINA STAIKOVA ‘
– FROM EUROPE, BULGARIA, VARNA #58 - Media Confirmation of : ‘ Beto O’Rourke
QUITS 2020 race as his campaign runs out of cash’ – November 1, 2019 – as
predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova Ebook and Paperback book Published

March 31, 2019: WHO WILL WIN U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2020 ?
Republicans vs Democrats – Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for : Trump’s 2020
Presidential campaign, Bernie Sanders, Beto O’Rourke , Kirsten Gillibrand , Elizabeth
Warren ,Kamala Harris , Cory Booker, Julian Castro…. #59 - Media Confirmations of
the Israeli Elections 2019 seen through the eyes of General Aviv Kochavi (Chief of
General Staff of the Israel Defense Forces) – Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions January
17, 2019 by Clairvoyant Ivelina Staikova – in her Ebook and Paperback book Published
January 26, 2019 : Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers,
Middle East 2019. #60 - Media Confirmation of : Huawei expansion year 2019 – as
predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova to Ren Zhengfei (Founder and President
of Huawei technologies ) in her Ebook and Paperback book Published January 26,
2019 : Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East
2019. #61 - Media Confirmation of : ‘ Britain set for December 12 election after MPs
approve snap poll ‘ – October 29, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova in her Ebook and Paperback book Published June 4,2019 : Tory Leadership
Race candidates, Election – UK and USA 2019 – 2020 #62 - Media Confirmation of :
‘November and December 2019 are beginning the problems with Ireland…’, ‘Brexit will
be partial. At this stage – Great Britain with the one foot is independent , and with the
other foot it will be in the European Union…’,’There will be a problem also with the
money Great Britain has…’, ‘There is a forthcoming equal partnership in the European
Union in the team of a future president of the European Commission’ – as predicted by

Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her Ebook and Paperback book Published January
26, 2019 : Brexit, US Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle
East 2019. DECEMBER 2019 #63 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION : ” The North Magnetic
Pole is shifting East, fast “- February 5, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova in her Ebook published March 2, 2017 : The End of the World – Casus Belli,
Operation “J” – Clairvoyant Predictions about : Rex Tillerson, Mike Pence, General
Valery Gerasimov, General Joseph Dunford, Recep Erdogan ,Gen. Herbert McMaster,
the secrets of Smithsonian Institution, the war in Syria, Turkey, Iraq… #64 - Media
Confirmation of : “Leads on Dresden jewel heist suggest Arab clan involvement ” –
December 13, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions Published November 26, 2019 : Dresden Museum heist
( Priceless diamonds stolen ) – Clairvoyant reading / Psychic predictions November 26
, 2019 – by Clairvoyant House ” Dimitrinka Staikova and daughters Stoyanka and
Ivelina Staikova ” #65 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of : “#Boeing Fires C.E.O.
#DennisMuilenburg” – December 23, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova : “Year 2019 there is a forthcoming changes in the senior staff of the Boeing
Company” – in her book published March 31, 2019 : WHO WILL WIN U.S.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2020 ? Republicans vs Democrats – Clairvoyant/Psychic
predictions for : Trump’s 2020 Presidential campaign, Bernie Sanders, Beto O’Rourke ,
Kirsten Gillibrand , Elizabeth Warren ,Kamala Harris , Cory Booker, Julian Castro….
#66 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of “Russia receives bids for Egypt nuclear power plant

contract” – Nov.28, 2019 and “Libyan officials cite evidence of Russian mercenaries in
war” Dec. 5,2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New book
published October 5, 2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020.
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions about : the Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco,
Israel ,LUKOIL, Gazprom, Hassan Rouhani, Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo,
Credit Suisse, the Vatican… #67 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of “#Russian, #Ukrainian
State #Gas #Companies To Meet On Finalizing New #Contract” -December 26, 2019 –
as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New book published October 5,
2019 : #WorldPredictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions
about : the Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco… #68 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of
“Saudi sentences five to death, three to jail in Khashoggi case” – December 23, 2019 –
as predicted by Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova in her New book published October 5,
2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions
about : the Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco, Israel ,LUKOIL, Gazprom, Hassan
Rouhani, Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo, Credit Suisse, the Vatican… #69 MEDIA CONFIRMATION of Forthcoming eruption of volcano Kilauea in Hawaii – seen
through the eyes of Tulsi Gabbard and predicted by Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova in
her NEW BOOK : 2020 ELECTION IN USA – SCANDALS, MILITARY POLICY,
TRUMP ,TRADE WAR. WHO WILL CHOOSE PUTIN FOR THE NEXT PRESIDENT
OF USA ? CLAIRVOYANT/PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS : JEFFREY EPSTEIN, TRUMP,
REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES BY DIMITRINKA

STAIKOVA, STOYANKA STAIKOVA, IVELINA STAIKOVA PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER
2, 2019 #70 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of European Union’s presence on the Golan
heights – Lebanon and Attempt of NATO TO stop the invasion of China – as predicted
by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New book published October 5, 2019 : World
Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions about : the
Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco, Israel ,LUKOIL, Gazprom, Hassan Rouhani,
Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo, Credit Suisse, the Vatican… by Dimitrinka
Staikova, Stoyanka Staikova, Ivelina Staikova Published October 5, 2019 #71 - MEDIA
CONFIRMATION of “Russian Wealth Fund Opens First Office Abroad in Saudi Arabia”
– October 9, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her New book
published October 5, 2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020.
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions about : the Impeachment of Trump, Saudi Aramco,
Israel ,LUKOIL, Gazprom, Hassan Rouhani, Ursula von der Leyen, Mike Pompeo,
Credit Suisse, the Vatican… #72 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of ” Rising seas threaten
Egypt’s fabled port city of Alexandria ” – August 30, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant
Dimitrinka Staikova in her book published January 26, 2019 : Brexit, US Shutdown,
Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019. Clairvoyant/Psychic
Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria – Bashar Assad, Recep Erdogan – Turkey,
Huawei, Israel Defense Forces, Theresa May ,Corbyn, Farage, Nancy Pelosi #73 Media Confirmation of “…celestial body sliding and circling around the #Earth, like a fire
ball, but it is changing its colour in white – it appears and disappears – as predicted by

Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her book : The Devil and 2020 Election in USA –
Psychic predictions to : The Devil and Demons, The Director of CIA and FBI… #74 Media Confirmation of : “Yuzhnoye State Design Office developing new rocket systems
” – December 27, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her BOOK
Published November 23, 2019 : 2020 Election in USA. Trump-Ukraine Scandal, the
Notes of Jeffrey Epstein – When ? Trump Impeachment – Clairvoyant/Psychic
predictions #75 - Media Confirmation of : “#ISIS kills 11 #Christians in #Nigeria as
retaliation for #Baghdadi #death” – December 28, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant
Stoyanka Staikova in her BOOK Published November 23, 2019 : 2020 Election in USA.
Trump-Ukraine Scandal, the Notes of Jeffrey Epstein – When ? Trump Impeachment –
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for : ISIS Leader, Democrats and the Future of USA
2019 – 2020 #76 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of ” #Israel heading for unprecedented
third #election in a year” – December 11, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova in her Book published November 23, 2019 : #2020Election in USA. TrumpUkraine Scandal, the Notes of Jeffrey Epstein – When ? Trump Impeachment –
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for : ISIS Leader, Democrats and the Future of USA
2019 – 2020 #77 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of “US strikes on #Iran-backed #militia in
#Iraq, #Syria” – December 30,2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in
her New book published October 5, 2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 –
2020. #78 - Media Confirmation of “…gathering of armies in Iraq and preparation for
invasion – to Iran” – December 2019– as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova

in her book : The Devil and 2020 Election in USA – Psychic predictions to : The Devil
and Demons, The Director of CIA and FBI, Chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff,
NATO Secretary General, Russia`s Foreign Minister, The Chief of the Pentagon,
Michael Bloomberg… #79 - Media Confirmation of : December 2019 – the western
world will be occupied with #Iran – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in
her BOOK Published November 23, 2019 : 2020 Election in USA. Trump-Ukraine
Scandal, the Notes of Jeffrey Epstein – When ? Trump Impeachment –
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for : ISIS Leader, Democrats and the Future of USA
2019 – 2020 .World Predictions : Ukraine, Lukoil and Gazprom, China, Iran, Israel…
#80 - Media Confirmation of Preparation for a war against Iran seen through the eyes of
Gina Haspel (Director of CIA) – December 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant
Dimitrinka Staikova in her book : The Devil and 2020 Election in USA – Psychic
predictions to : The Devil and Demons, The Director of CIA and FBI, Chairman of the
US Joint Chiefs of Staff, NATO Secretary General, Russia`s Foreign Minister, The
Chief of the Pentagon, Michael Bloomberg… #81 - Media Confirmation of : Steve
Bullock ends presidential campaign because not enough money for his campaign –
December 2, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her book
published September 2, 2019 : 2020 ELECTION IN USA – SCANDALS, MILITARY
POLICY, TRUMP ,TRADE WAR. WHO WILL CHOOSE PUTIN FOR THE NEXT
PRESIDENT OF USA ? #82 - Media Confirmation of : “#JoeSestak Drops Out Of
#Democratic Race” – December 2, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant House

“Dimitrinka Staikova and daughter’s Stoyanka and Ivelina Staikova” – in their Book
published September 2, 2019 : 2020 ELECTION IN USA – SCANDALS, MILITARY
POLICY, TRUMP ,TRADE WAR. WHO WILL CHOOSE PUTIN FOR THE NEXT
PRESIDENT OF USA ? #83 - Media Confirmation of : “14 missing in deadly #Ukraine
fire: President Volodymyr Zelensky” – Dec. 5, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant
Stoyanka Staikova (Clairvoyant House “Dimitrinka Staikova and daughters Stoyanka
and Ivelina Staikova) in her Book published Nov 23,2019 : 2020 Election in USA.
Trump-Ukraine Scandal, the Notes of Jeffrey Epstein – When ? Trump Impeachment –
Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions #84 - Media Confirmation of “A DNA test revealed
Hunter Biden fathered a baby” – November 2019 and Investments of Money in North
Macedonia – December 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova
October 24, 2019 in her NEW BOOK : 2020 Election in USA. Trump-Ukraine Scandal,
the Notes of Jeffrey Epstein – When ? Trump Impeachment – Clairvoyant/Psychic
predictions for : ISIS Leader, Democrats and the Future of USA 2019 – 2020 .World
Predictions : Ukraine, Lukoil and Gazprom, China, Iran, Israel… #85 - Media
Confirmation of : ” Democrats face a split in their party” – November 2019 – as
predicted by Clairvoyant House “Dimitrinka Staikova and daughters Stoyanka and
Ivelina Staikova ” in their New books published March 31,2019 and November 23, 2019
: WHO WILL WIN U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2020 ? Republicans vs Democrats
– Clairvoyant/Psychic predictions for : Trump’s 2020 Presidential campaign, Bernie
Sanders, Beto O’Rourke , Kirsten Gillibrand , Elizabeth Warren ,Kamala Harris , Cory

Booker, Julian Castro…. #86 - Media Confirmation 3 : “Lebanon receives food, medical
support from Egypt” – December 13, 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka
Staikova in her Ebook and Paperback book Published January 26, 2019 : Brexit, US
Shutdown, Wars,Venezuela Coup, Norway Kidnappers, Middle East 2019.
Clairvoyant/Psychic Predictions for : Iran, Lebanon, Syria … JANUARY 2020 #87 MEDIA CONFIRMATION of “ Trump is sending ships with fuel to Australia – December
2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova in her New book published
October 5, 2019 : World Predictions and Prophecies 2019 – 2020. #88 - Media
Confirmation of “#Trump Deploys More Troops to the #MiddleEast After #Embassy
Attack” – January 1,2020 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her book
: The Devil and 2020 Election in USA – Psychic predictions to : The Devil and Demons,
The Director of CIA and FBI, Chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, NATO Secretary
General, Russia`s Foreign Minister, The Chief of the Pentagon, Michael Bloomberg…
#89 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of : The USA narrows the circle around Iran, Syria,
Lebanon and Iraq – December 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova
in her BOOK November 23, 2019 : 2020 Election in USA. Trump-Ukraine Scandal, the
Notes of Jeffrey Epstein – When ? Trump Impeachment – Clairvoyant/Psychic
predictions for : ISIS Leader, Democrats and the Future of USA 2019 – 2020 .World
Predictions : Ukraine, Lukoil and Gazprom, China, Iran, Israel… #90 - Media
Confirmation : “#Pentagon awards $10 bn cloud contract to #Microsoft, snubbing
#Amazon” – October 2019 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her

book Published June 30, 2019 : Bilderberg Group 2019 – Steering Committee , US
Election 2020 – Donors Clairvoyant /Psychic World Predictions : Henri de Castries,
Alex Karp , Satya Nadella, Koç Holding, Peter Thiel…. #91 - Media Confirmation :
Problems with the #ISS (The International #Space Station) – both in the #Russian and
#American part – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her book Published
June 30, 2019 : Bilderberg Group 2019 – Steering Committee , US Election 2020 –
Donors Clairvoyant /Psychic World Predictions : Henri de Castries, Alex Karp , Satya
Nadella, Koç Holding, Peter Thiel…. #92 - Media Confirmation : “#PeterThiel’s #Palantir
lands $111M #Vantage contract from #USArmy” – December 15, 2019 and USA ahead
of war – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her book Published June 30,
2019 : Bilderberg Group 2019 – Steering Committee , US Election 2020 – Donors
Clairvoyant /Psychic World Predictions : Henri de Castries, Alex Karp , Satya Nadella,
Koç Holding, Peter Thiel…. #HassanRouhani (#Iran) vs #DonaldTrump (#USA) –
Hottest #News Predictions by Clairvoyant House “Dimitrinka Staikova and daughters
Stoyanka and Ivelina Staikova” – from Europe, Bulgaria, Varna #93 #IraqEmbassyAttack MEDIA CONFIRMATION of Attacks against the U.S. Embassy in
#Iraq January 2, 2020 – predicted by Clairvoyant Stoyanka Staikova in her Book
published December 20, 2019 The Devil and 2020 Election in USA – Psychic
predictions to : The Devil and Demons, The Director of CIA and FBI, Chairman of the
US Joint Chiefs of Staff, NATO Secretary General, Russia`s Foreign Minister, The
Chief of the Pentagon, Michael Bloomberg… #94 - MEDIA CONFIRMATION of “Iraqi

paramilitary groups: five members, two ‘guests’ killed in Baghdad airport attack on their
vehicles” – January 3, 2020 – as predicted by Clairvoyant Dimitrinka Staikova in her
Book Published : December 20, 2019 : The Devil and 2020 Election in USA – Psychic
predictions to : The Devil and Demons, The Director of CIA and FBI, Chairman of the
US Joint Chiefs of Staff, NATO Secretary General, Russia`s Foreign Minister, The
Chief of the Pentagon, Michael Bloomberg…
The Responsibility to Protect Twenty Years On Pinar Gözen Ercan 2022-01-01 This
book focuses on measures pertaining to the three-pillar implementation strategy of R2P
and examines how and to what extent the three pillars have been practised. Rich in its
geographical scope, this edited book provides a critical analysis of R2P practice over
the last two decades by focusing on representative cases from different regions.
Analysing not only recent and/or underexplored cases but also widely studied cases
from a fresh and alternative perspective, it sheds light on the depth and scope of the
norm as well as the variety of actors involved and how they impact R2P practice.
Diverging from most accounts, this edited book does not approach the cases as a
‘success’ or ‘failure’ of R2P. By studying the background to the conflicts and making
assessments on a pillar-by-pillar basis, each chapter addresses the root causes, traces
the process of implementation, investigates the actions of the actors involved, identifies
elements of success and failure and finally questions the sustainability of the protection
provided to date. Meanwhile, the conceptual chapters complement the case analyses
through an overall evaluation of R2P’s first two decades and the progress achieved so

far with the aim to draw lessons for future implementations of R2P.
Research Handbook on Human Rights and Humanitarian Law Kolb, Robert 2022-05-03
Transport Economics is a revised and refined fourth edition of a well-established
textbook which applies economic analysis to transport issues. Each chapter has been
carefully reworked and includes new material dealing with the regulation of transport
markets. To assist in pedagogy, twenty or so free standing ‘Exhibits’ now provide a
variety of case studies and narratives to supplement the text. More up-to-date
examples and illustrations also make the understanding of economic principles easier
and assist in the assimilation of economic concepts.
Bombarded Cyrus Krohn 2020-10-10 Imagine an imminent America where citizens are
bombarded with personalized political messages from every smart device – yet
information is so suspect, nobody can tell what the truth is. It means oceans of
disinformation engineered to sow false beliefs or simply disorient. The coronavirus
pandemic provided a foretaste of an infuriating, dystopian future. From the start
Americans fought over the most basic facts of the crisis, from death tolls to quack cures
to the wisdom of stay-at-home orders. The splintered digital infosphere bred confusion
and delusion, some of it fatal. Now think of our campaigns and elections. The digital
information age means more than hyper-targeted, just-for-you messages from
insurance companies and presidential candidates alike. Big Data is on the way to
fueling information environments so fine-tuned, no two of us hold the same view of
reality, and no two voters hear the same pitch. Already, citizens don’t know who to trust

or what to believe – about COVID-19 or anything else. If we ask nothing more of tech
providers or digital citizens, the fog will continue to thicken. Irritation will merge into
despair and then numbness... and democracy teeters. Digital pioneer Cyrus Krohn
knows the territory, and in Bombarded: How to Fight Back Against the Online Assault
on Democracy, Krohn locates the roots of our blooming political chaos in the earliest
days of the World Wide Web. But he goes beyond recounting 25 years of destabilizing
Internet shock waves and his own role in building digital culture. Krohn rolls out a
provocative action plan for rescuing the American system of campaigns and elections
while there is still time. “Trying to shield yourself from disinformation and deep fakes?
Cyrus Krohn offers a ‘five-step program’ to fight back. This book rings true." —Jill
Dougherty, Former CNN Moscow Bureau Chief
Translating Cultures in Search of Human Universals Ikram Ahmed Elsherif 2021-01-11
Informed by the anthropological research of Professor Donald E. Brown on human
universals, this book compiles 10 articles exploring the representation of common
human cultural practices and concerns in literature, cinema and language. The book as
a whole demonstrates not only that Brown’s human universals are shared by different
cultures, but most importantly that they have the potential to form a basis for inter- and
intra-cultural communication and consolidation, bridging gaps of misinformation and
miscommunication, both spatial and temporal. The contributors are Egyptian scholars
who cross temporal and spatial boundaries and borders from Africa and the Middle
East to Asia, Europe and the Americas, and dive deep into the heart of the shared

human universals of myth, folklore and rituals, dreams, trauma, cultural beliefs, search
for identity, language, translation and communication. They bring their own unique
perspectives to the investigation of how shared human practices and concerns seep
through the porous boundaries of different cultures and into a variety of creative and
practical genres of fiction, drama, autobiography, cinema and media translation. Their
research is interdisciplinary, informed by anthropological, social, psychological,
linguistic and cultural theory, and thus offers a multi-faceted and multi-layered view of
the human experience.
Detention by Non-State Armed Groups under International Law Ezequiel Heffes 202201-31 Based on author's thesis (doctoral - Universiteit Leiden, 2021).
Municipal Power and Population Decline in Japan Fumie Kumagai 2020-08-20 This
book provides an insightful sociological study of the declining Japanese population,
using statistical analysis to establish the significance of municipal power using
demographic data on national, regional, prefectural and municipal levels. Penned by
one of Japan's eminent sociologists, it provides a quantitative characterization of
population decline in Japan with a focus on regional variation, and identifies the
principal explanatory factors through GPI statistical software tools such as G-census
and EvaCva, within a historical perspective. Furthermore, it offers a qualitative
assessment of what constitutes ‘municipal power’ as this relates to regional/local
revitalization as a means of addressing municipal population decline. Using GokiShichido as a theoretical framework, this book pays special attention to municipal

variations within the same prefecture, presenting a completely unique approach. In
combining these two dimensions of analyses, the book successfully reveals the impact
of municipal power and socio-cultural identity of social capital in the region, from both
quantitative and qualitative perspectives at the municipal level. Demography issues in
Japan have been receiving increasing attention among researchers given the growing
number of declining populations in developed countries, in tandem with rapid aging and
low fertility trends. Providing an original and unique contribution to regional population
analysis in the fields of regional demography, historical demography and regional
population policy, this book shows that the revitalization of the community is vital if
Japan is to increase its population, so as to renew a community ‘raison d'être’. The
book is of interest to scholars of Asian studies more broadly, and to sociologists,
demographers, and policymakers interested in population studies, specifically.
"Providing an informative and vivid overview of the demographic situation of Japan, the
author offers excellent suggestions for effective regional policy in confronting a
shrinking society. This book presents a unique analysis of the regional variations on
small municipal levels, with demographic variables, social indicators and historical
identities. An original contribution to regional population analysis in the fields of regional
population policy, regional demography and historical demography." - Toshihiko Hara,
Professor Emeritus, Sapporo City University
Donald Trump's New World Order T Hamid Al-Bayati 2020-10-15 Donald Trump's New
World Order addresses U.S. foreign policy initiatives under Mr. Trump's Presidency. In

the book, Ambassador T. Hamid Al-Bayati warns and explains how President Trump's
foreign policy and trade war could lead to regional conflict and global wars.
news-2019-10-30
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